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1 Introduction
This guide describes how to migrate your Workplace 2.11 system to SAP Enterprise
Portal 6.0 based on Web Application Server (AS) 6.40.
The guide describes two main scenarios:
I. Workplace migration with the Workplace Server as data source for User Management
Engine (UME).
II. Workplace migration with LDAP directory as data source for User Management
Engine (UME).

2 Business Scenario 1: Workplace Migration with
Workplace Server as Data Source for User
Management Engine.
In this scenario, there is no requirement to migrate users and user/role assignments
because the same authentication is used on the migrated portal as that used on the
Workplace system. This means the data source of User Management Engine (UME) is
the database of the Workplace system itself.

2.1

Process
1. Upgrade of Workplace 2.11 system (=basis system 4.6D) to Web Application
Server ABAP 6.20 or higher.
2. Installation of EP 6.0 based on Web AS 6.40 (Java). During installation the
upgraded Workplace system which is Web AS 6.20 is configured as data source
for User Management Engine (UME).
3. Configuration of SAP Enterprise Portal
4. Checking of software components
5. Role and content upload from Web AS system (upgraded Workplace system) to
SAP EP 6.0
6. Recreation of layout.

2.1.1 Upgrade of Workplace 2.11 to Web AS 6.20 (or Higher)
Note: the source Workplace system must at least be upgraded to SAP Web AS ABAP
release 6.20 SP25 or higher as this is a requirement if the Portal is configured to use this
system as UME data source.
You find the documentation on how to upgrade from a SAP Basis 4.6D system (=
Workplace 2.11) to Web AS 6.20 or higher under the quicklink
service.sap.com/instguides -> SAP Components -> SAP Web Application Server.
Choose the release to which you would like to upgrade.
For an upgrade to Web AS 6.40 (and SR1) see quicklink service.sap.com/nw04upgrade.
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2.1.2

Installation of EP 6.0 Based on Web AS 6.40 (Java)

The functionality to perform the upload of roles and their content from the Workplace
system to SAP Enterprise Portal is available since SAP NetWeaver ‘04 Support Package
Stack 04 (EP on Web AS 6.40). So you have to install at least SAP NetWeaver ‘04
Support Package Stack 04.
Note: We recommend to install SAP NetWeaver ‘04 Support Package Stack 09 or higher
because in stack 09 (and higher) known bugs in the role upload tool are fixed.
You find the documentation on how to install SAP Enterprise Portal based on Web AS
6.40 under the quicklink service.sap.com/instguidesNW04.
Note: Apply the latest patches for Web Application Server and Enterprise Portal 6.0. You
find the documentation on how to install SAP NetWeaver patches under the quicklink
service.sap.com/instguidesNW04 -> Operations.
Note: With SAP NetWeaver 04 Support Package 09 Service Release 1 you can choose
between an installation of SAP Enterprise Portal on SAP Web AS Java system or on
SAP Web AS ABAP system with Java add-on. In all other stacks before Service Release
1 the Portal can only be installed on Web AS Java, so that you need to have two Web
AS systems for Workplace migration - one Web AS ABAP system for the upgraded
Workplace, and another Web AS (Java) for the installation of SAP Enterprise Portal.
With SR1 it is possible to install the Portal on a combined ABAP and Java Web AS. In
this case it is possible to install a Java add-in to the upgraded Workplace Web AS and to
install the Portal on that. In this case the Workplace system must be upgraded to Web
AS ABAP system 6.40.
If SAP Enterprise Portal runs on Web AS 6.40, the Web AS ABAP is configured as data
source for User Management Engine during the installation process. You find detailed
information in the standard documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal
under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack
9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> Identity Management -> User
Management Engine -> UME Configuration -> UME Data Sources -> SAP Web AS
ABAP User Management as Data Source.
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2.1.3 Configuration of SAP Enterprise Portal
1. Check authorizations in backend systems. The administrators in the Workplace
system performing the migration must have in all backend systems SAP_ALL and
S_A.SYSTEM profiles (S_A.SYSTEM includes the S_RFC_ALL authorization).
The user in the Portal environment also needs administrator privileges in the
portal (the role ‘super_admin_role’ should be assigned).
2. Download certificate verify.der from Portal.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration
-> Portal -> Administration Guide -> System Administration -> System
Configuration -> Keystore Administration.
3. Configure component systems of Workplace Server for Single Sign-On with SAP
Logon Ticket.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> User
Authentication and Single Sign-On -> Authentication on the Portal -> Single SignOn -> Single Sign-On with SAP Logon Tickets.
4. Configure System Landscape in the Portal. You have to create a system in the
Portal for the Workplace Server and for all component systems from which you
have to upload content. Choose in the Portal Administration ‘System
Administration -> System Configuration -> System Landscape’. Configure all
systems to use SAPLOGONTICKET. Add parameter
~mysapcomusesso2cookie=1 to global.srvc file on all ITS instances.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration
-> Portal -> Administration Guide -> System Administration -> System
Configuration -> System Landscape.

2.1.4 Check Software Components
ITS:
Note: Workplace system needs Internet Transaction Server 6.10. ITS 6.20 is not
compatible with Workplace Server (see note 46967).
Workplace System and Component Systems:
Enterprise Portal Plug-In 6.0 must be imported into the Web AS system (the upgraded
Workplace system) and each component system so that the functions necessary for
uploading backend roles and their content are available in these systems:
• Up to Web AS ABAP Release 6.20, you must import SAP Enterprise Portal PlugIn 6.0.
• With Web AS ABAP Release 6.40, the functions of Enterprise Portal Plug-In 6.0
are included in the PI_BASIS, which no longer needs to be imported separately.
See also note 723189.

SAP GUI for Java:
Make sure that the version of SAP GUI for Java in the Workplace matches the version
installed by the Portal: see note 500045 for upgrading SAPGUI for Java on the
Workplace Server.
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2.1.5

Role and Content Upload from Web AS System (Upgraded Workplace
System) to SAP EP 6.0
Read the details in paragraph 5.0.
2.1.6 Recreation of Layout
You can adjust the design changes you made for Workplace 2.11 to the look&feel of
SAP Enterprise Portal.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on the
SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver
’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration -> Portal ->
Administration Guide -> System Administration -> Portal Display -> Portal Themes ->
Theme Generator for the Internet Transaction Server.
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3 Business Scenario 2: Migration of Users to
LDAP Directory
In this scenario, the users must be migrated from the Workplace Server to an LDAP
directory server which is configured in the Portal as data source for UME.

3.1

Process
1. Upgrade of Workplace 2.11 system (=basis system 4.6D) to Web Application
Server ABAP 6.10 (or higher). The CUA running on the Workplace server and the
component systems can be deactivated.
2. Installation of LDAP directory and creating an LDAP connector to the Web AS
system (upgraded Workplace system)
3. Installation of EP 6.0 based on Web AS 6.40
4. Configuration of SAP Enterprise Portal
5. Checking of software components
6. Synchronization of user data
7. Role upload and content upload from the Web AS system (upgraded Workplace
system) to SAP EP 6.0
8. Recreation of layout
9. Shutdown of Web AS system (upgraded Workplace system)

3.1.1 Upgrade of Workplace 2.11 to Web AS 1.0 (or Higher)
Note: the source Workplace system must at least be upgraded to SAP Web AS ABAP
6.10 or higher. Systems based on SAP Web AS 6.10 or higher provide a directory
interface that allows data from ABAP user management to be exported to a directory
server and, if required, to be synchronized periodically.
You find detailed information on the integration of User Management into your system
landscape in the standard documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal
under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack
9). Choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> SAP NetWeaver Security Guide -> User
Administration and Authentication -> Integration of User Management into your System
Landscape.
You find the documentation on how to upgrade from a SAP Basis 4.6D system (=
Workplace 2.11) to Web Application Server 6.10 or higher under the quicklink
service.sap.com/instguides -> SAP Components -> SAP Web Application Server.
Choose the release to which you would like to upgrade.
After the upgrade you have to deactivate the CUA in WP 2.11 system and all Workplace
component systems (see note 197728).
For an upgrade to Web AS 6.40 (and SR1) see quicklink service.sap.com/nw04upgrade.
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3.1.2 Installation of LDAP Directory and Configuring an LDAP Connector
Install a directory server. Follow the instruction of the installation guides of the products
you are installing.
You find detailed information on how to configure an LDAP connector and on LDAP
synchronization of user data in the standard documentation which is available on the
SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver
’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> Identitiy Management ->
Directory Services.
See also note 188371.
3.1.3 Installation of EP 6.0 Based on Web AS 6.40
The functionality for performing the upload of roles and their content from a Workplace
system to SAP Enterprise Portal is available since SAP NetWeaver ‘04 Support Package
Stack 04 (EP on Web AS 6.40). So you have to install at least SAP NetWeaver ‘04
Support Package Stack 04.
Note: We recommend to install SAP NetWeaver ’04 Support Package Stack 09 or higher
because in stack 09 (and higher) known bugs in the role upload tool are fixed.
You can find the documentation on how to install SAP Enterprise Portal based on Web
AS 6.40 under the quicklink service.sap.com/instguidesNW04.
Note: Apply the latest patches for Web AS and EP 6.0. You find the documentation on
how to install the patches under the quicklink service.sap.com/instguidesNW04 ->
Operations.
Note: With SAP NetWeaver 04 Support Package 09 Service Release 1 you can choose
between an installation of SAP Enterprise Portal on SAP Web AS Java system or on
SAP Web AS ABAP system with Java add-on. In all other stacks before Service Release
1 the SAP Enterprise Portal can only be installed on Web AS Java, so that you need
to have two Web AS systems for Workplace migration - one Web AS ABAP system for
the upgraded Workplace, and another Web AS (Java) for the installation of SAP
Enterprise Portal.
With SR1 it is possible to install the Portal on a combined ABAP and Java Web AS. In
this case it is possible to install a Java add-in to the upgraded Workplace Web AS and to
install the Portal on that. In this case the Workplace system must be upgraded to Web
AS ABAP system 6.40.
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3.1.4 Configuration of SAP Enterprise Portal
1. Check authorizations in backend systems. The administrators in the Workplace
system performing the migration must have in all backend systems SAP_ALL and
S_A.SYSTEM profiles (S_A.SYSTEM includes the S_RFC_ALL authorization).
The user in the Portal environment also needs administrator privileges in the
portal (the role ‘super_admin_role’ should be assigned).
2. Download certificate verify.der from Portal.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration
-> Portal -> Administration Guide -> System Administration -> System
Configuration -> Keystore Administration.
3. Configure component systems of Workplace Server for Single Sign-On with SAP
Logon Ticket.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> User
Authentication and Single Sign-On -> Authentication on the Portal -> Single SignOn -> Single Sign-On with SAP Logon Tickets.
4. Configure System Landscape in the Portal. You have to create systems in the
Portal: one for the Workplace Server and one for each component system from
which you have to upload roles and their content. Choose in the Portal
Administration ‘System Administration -> System Configuration -> System
Landscape’. Configure all systems to use SAPLOGONTICKET. Add parameter
~mysapcomusesso2cookie=1 to global.srvc file on all ITS instances.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on
the SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP
NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration
-> Portal -> Administration Guide -> System Administration -> System
Configuration -> System Landscape.
5. Define LDAP directory as data source for User Management: There is no option
to set up User Management Engine (UME) to use an LDAP directory as data
source during installation. Instead you have to install with a database and
configure the UME manually after installation. You find detailed information in the
standard documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal under the
address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9).
Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> Identity Management -> User
Management Engine -> UME Configuration -> UME Data Sources -> Configuring
UME to Use an LDAP Server as Data Source.
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3.1.5 Check Software Components
ITS:
Note: Workplace system needs Internet Transaction Server 6.10. ITS 6.20 is not
compatible with Workplace Server (see note 46967).
Upgraded Workplace System and Component Systems:
Enterprise Portal Plug-In 6.0 must be imported into the Web AS system (upgraded
Workplace system) and each component system so that the functions necessary for
uploading backend roles and their content are available in these systems:
• Up to Web AS ABAP Release 6.20, you must import SAP Enterprise Portal PlugIn 6.0.
• With Web AS ABAP Release 6.40, the functions of Enterprise Portal Plug-In 6.0
are included in the PI_BASIS, which no longer needs to be imported separately.
See also note 723189.
SAP GUI for Java:
Make sure that the version of SAP GUI for Java in the Workplace matches the version
installed by the Portal: see note 500045 for upgrading SAPGUI for Java on the
Workplace Server.
3.1.6 Synchronization of User Data
You have to synchronize the user data from the Web AS system (=upgraded Workplace
system) to your LDAP directory.
You find detailed information on LDAP synchronization of user data in the standard
documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal under the address
help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose
SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> Identitiy Management -> Directory Services ->
Synchronization of SAP User Administration with an LDAP-Compatible Directory Service.
3.1.7

Role Upload and Content Upload from the Web AS System (Upgraded
Workplace System) to SAP EP 6.0
Read the details in paragraph 5.0.
3.1.8 Recreation of Layout
You can adjust the design changes you made for Workplace 2.11 to the look&feel of
SAP Enterprise Portal.
You find detailed information in the standard documentation which is available on the
SAP Help Portal under the address help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver
’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration -> Portal ->
Administration Guide -> System Administration -> Portal Display -> Portal Themes ->
Theme Generator for the Internet Transaction Server.
3.1.9 Shutdown of Web AS System (Upgraded Workplace System)
You can shutdown the upgraded Workplace Server when the following prerequisites are
fullfilled:
• all relevant objects (roles and their content) are uploaded to SAP Enterprise
Portal
• all users are synchronized
• authorizations profiles are not needed on the Workplace Server but only on the
component systems.
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•

You have deactivated the CUA in WP 2.11 system and all component systems,
see also note 197728.

4 Business Scenario 3: Migration of Users to the
J2EE Database
In this scenario, the users must be exported from the Workplace Server and imported
into the J2EE database of the Portal. There is no standard procedure for accomplishing
this.
It should be possible to write an ABAP report or function module to export the user data
from the Workplace Server in the standard format for uploading into the portal using the
‘User Data Import’ tool.
You can find detailed information on the User Data Import tool in the standard
documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal under the address
help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose
SAP NetWeaver -> Security -> Identity Management -> Users and Authorizations on the
J2EE Engine -> User and Authorization Administration -> UME User Administration ->
Import and Export of User and Group Data
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5 Uploading Roles and their Content to SAP
Enterprise Portal
The role upload tool is the central tool which you use to upload and migrate objects from
the Web AS system (upgraded Workplace system) and the component systems to SAP
Enterprise Portal.
The role upload tool is a portal component which is available in the administration of SAP
Enterprise Portal, choose in the system administration role System Administration ->
Transport -> Role Upload.
You find detailed information about the process of role upload in the standard
documentation which is available on the SAP Help Portal under the address
help.sap.com/nw04 and the release SAP NetWeaver ’04 (SP Stack 9). Then choose:
SAP NetWeaver -> People Integration -> Portal -> Administration Guide -> System
Administration -> Transport, Upload and Content Mirroring -> Upload of Roles from
ABAP based systems.
The role upload includes the following functions:
• You can upload roles (single roles and composite roles), MiniApps, or
transactions from ABAP based backend system to the Portal.
• If you upload roles, you can decide whether or not the objects contained in the
roles (transactions, MiniApps, IACs) should also be uploaded.
• You can upload MiniApps and transactions as separate objects
• Single roles are created as either portal roles or worksets with the corresponding
menu hierarchy in the Portal.
• Composite roles are created as either portal roles or worksets with their
corresponding menu hierarchy in the Portal.
• When objects are uploaded again, you can define whether or not existing objects
should be overwritten.
• User assignments can also be uploaded to the Portal.
There are three main scenarios for uploading and migrating objects from a Workplace
system to SAP Enterprise Portal:
1. You upload only single roles with the objects (services) they include.
You can choose to upload only the single roles from a Workplace system landscape
and not the composite roles. The single roles are mostly created in the component
systems. On the Workplace Server there are only the composite roles containing
single roles whose content come from the remote component systems. In exceptions,
there may also be local single roles on the Workplace Server. Alternatively a single
roles can also be created on the Workplace Server and contains content coming from
a remote system.
Note: A single role created on the Workplace Server, but containing content from a
remote target system, can only be uploaded from the target system directly. Note that
the role’s assignment to users is not uploaded from the remote system if the
assignment is only on the Workplace system.
You can upload single roles as portal roles or as worksets. When roles are uploaded,
the services included in the roles (such as transactions) are also uploaded and
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created as separate objects in the PCD. If you deselect this option, only the role
menu is uploaded, and the included services are not created in the PCD.
2. You upload single roles and as a second step the menu of the composite roles.
Procede as follows:
• You upload the single roles from the Workplace component systems with the
services they include, as described in step 1.
• If you would also like to have the menu structure of the composite roles in the
portal, you upload the composite role without the included services.
3. You upload composite roles from the Workplace Server with all included
services.
When you upload composite roles (and mark the upload option all included services)
from the Workplace Server, the corresponding single roles are also uploaded to the
portal with all the included services. This means that both the menu structure and the
included services are uploaded to the portal and stored in the PCD.
When you upload composite roles with included services, note that the contained
single roles are not created as separate objects (roles or worksets) in the portal. The
composite role is always converted to just one single portal object: either a portal role
or a workset. If you want your single roles to be separate objects in the portal, you
must upload them separately as described in step 1.

5.1 Limitations
Objects/Scenarios
Workplace “Start Page”

Transactions and IAC iViews
BSPs and MiniApps Limitations: MiniApps
< 46D can be uploaded successfully to
iViews, MiniApps >=46D can only
successfully uploaded if they are based in
an ITS Service and the service name
matches the MiniApp ID.
Role Upload Tool in general

Upload of composite roles from Workplace
Server: the MiniApps assigned to the
related single roles are not uploaded. The
reason is that the MiniApps are not directly
assigned to the composite roles but to the
single roles.

Workaround/OSS Note
It is not possible to migrate the Workplace
‘Start page’. Instead all Miniapps will need
to be migrated individually, and placed on
a manually created page in the portal.
See note 788587
See note 789970

See note 752465. This note is a central
entry point for all information and notes
(consulting and bug fixes) related to role
upload from SAP component systems
(ABAP based) to SAP Enterprise Portal
6.0.
You have to upload the single roles from
the component systems. Note: if the user
assignment is only done on the Workplace
Server the user assignment is not
uploaded.
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6 Objects that Cannot be Migrated
•

Favorites

•

Personalization: change sequence of roles, change layout of page no longer
possible, personalization of MiniApp in iView not available.
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